Host Jafo_AGM says:
Star Trek: Apache - Episode #10
Week # 4
Mission: "Resurrection"

Host Jafo_AGM says:
After further scanning the weakened Breen vessel, DS4 has been contacted for assistance and an away team has been sent to find and retrieve what is left of the injured crew and to try and get the ship as space worthy as possible.

Host Jafo_AGM says:
The engineering team headed by Lt. Cmdr Yeung has successfully restored minimal power to the bridge and emergency power to the rest of the ship. All the survivors have been sent immediately to sickbay, including that of not only Breen, but also human and Klingon as well.

Host Jafo_AGM says:
<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 4 >>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Lowell says:
::on the bridge::

FCO_Marsland says:
::at helm plotting a course to the Wynox facility::

CSO_Storal says:
::at Science One scanning for any signs of the Pagh::

Sonja_Davore says:
::in her assigned quarters, waking up from a power nap::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::on the bridge at Tactical monitoring Tactical sensors::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::in Breen engineering, supervising repairs::

SO_Hammond says:
@::on Breen ship trying to get access to the computers::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::taps his badge::*Sonja*: Sonja Davore, report to the bridge.

MO_Sarel says:
::heading for the bridge ... feeling a bit nervous::

CMO_Naegle says:
::in sickbay's special refrigerated section treating the Breen survivors::

XO_Linard says:
::seats herself in her chair after crossing the main command platform ... bringing up sensors up on her arm console::

Sonja_Davore says:
*CTO*: Aye sir, on my way. ::jumps to her feet, and stretches::

FCO_Marsland says:
::finishes plotting a course to the facility::

EO_Powers says:
@::in Breen engineering helping repairs::

FCO_Marsland says:
XO: The course is laid in and ready when you are, sir.

OPS_Lowell says:
XO: Sir, the Away Team is reporting in. Their work is still progressing.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::sitting at her desk in the ready room reading about the condition of the survivors::

CMO_Naegle says:
::shivers and looks at the relatively relaxed EMH:: EMH: Don't you get cold?

Sonja_Davore says:
::exists her quarters and into a TL:: TL: Bridge! ::fixes her ponytail in the lift::

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Commander, the sector appears to be clear of traffic… 

XO_Linard says:
FCO: Thank you, Lieutenant … stand by.

MO_Sarel says:
::enters the bridge and looks around for a moment::

CSO_Storal says:
::opens a secure channel:: COM: DS4: Apache to DS4, we have found the Breen vessel and are preparing to tow the ship to the Wynox facility, as soon as minor repairs are made.

XO_Linard says:
OPS: Acknowledged.

EMH says:
CMO: It's simply a case of mind over matter ... I have no matter, so I don't mind.

Sonja_Davore says:
:: enters the bridge, and looks for the CTO ::

XO_Linard says:
CTO: That's good to hear Commander. I wouldn't want any surprises.

FCO_Marsland says:
XO: Aye sir.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::nods:: XO: Neither do I... 

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::pushes back from the desk, wondering about the Klingon and human survivors from the ship::

Sonja_Davore says:
::wanders over to the guy in yellow:: CTO: Umm … Commander Jokeg, I presume?

CEO_Yeung says:
@::taps on his PADD as he walks through the room to his EO:: EO: Encounter any problems during the repairs, ensign?

FCO_Marsland says:
CSO: Once the ship is repaired, what speed you think we'll be able to take?

CMO_Naegle says:
::looks dubious:: EMH: Okay, well, I'm glad one of us is comfortable.

FCO_Marsland says:
::notices the MO in the back by the TL::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::stands, walks toward the door and exits onto the bridge:: XO:  What is the status of the repairs to the Breen ship?

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Whatever Commander Yeung recommends, he is the one that will know for sure.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks over at Sonja:: Sonja: Miss Davore?

FCO_Marsland says:
CSO: Aye.

Sonja_Davore says:
::solemnly nods and then grins:: CTO: Reporting as ordered, sir.

EO_Powers says:
@CEO: The gels here seem to be fried and these circuits have blown out. I'll have to replace most of it, sir.

XO_Linard says:
::stands, facing the CO as she enters the bridge:: CO: She is almost ready for towing. Commander Yeung's team is still working on her now.

EMH says:
CMO: I wouldn't exactly call this prison "comfortable".

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks at her:: Sonja: You are assigned to me for Tactical training.

MO_Sarel says:
::eyes the CO and walks up to her:: CO: Excuse me sir, I am Ensign Sarel, the new medical officer reporting for duty.

CMO_Naegle says:
::looks at the reports on the Breen survivors:: EMH: Prison?  ::looks at him:: EMH: Why do you call it a prison?

CEO_Yeung says:
@::nods at EO:: EO: Get the supplies you need from the Apache. We need to get the SIF working as well as the engines.

SO_Hammond says:
@::lets out a sigh:: Self: I wish I knew more about their systems.

FCO_Marsland says:
::eyes the new MO, thinks "looks like a good officer"::

Sonja_Davore says:
::nods again::  CTO: Sounds interesting enough… ::waits for her first order from Commander Jokeg::

CSO_Storal says:
COM: SO: What is the status of their computer core, Mr. Hammond?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
XO: Excellent.  ::turns to the new MO:: MO: Welcome to the Apache, Ensign Sarel.  We have been looking forward to your arrival.  ::smiles::

CTO_Jokeg says:
Sonja: Go over to Tactical 2 and begin monitoring the sector for any Klingon or Romulan ships.

Sonja_Davore says:
::glances quickly over at the new MO onboard::

MO_Sarel says:
CO: Thank you, I am glad to be aboard.

EMH says:
CMO: Why do you think? I'm stuck in Sickbay day in day out, and people turn me on and shut me off constantly.

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: Aye sir.

XO_Linard says:
::smiles at the new MO:: MO: Allow me to welcome you as well, Ensign. I'm Commander Linard, Executive Officer… ::extends her hand to her::

EO_Powers says:
@CEO: Aye sir.

OPS_Lowell says:
::sees the Ensign from the previous day in the Mess hall::

SO_Hammond says:
@COM: CSO: I'm trying to access them now, but haven't had much luck yet sir.   I'll get it though.

Sonja_Davore says:
::moves on over to Tactical 2, and begins monitoring surrounding area for alien ships::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
MO:  Good, I know you will fit in nicely with our crew and the medical staff is anxious to meet you.

CSO_Storal says:
COM: SO: Acknowledged, keep on it. 

CMO_Naegle says:
EMH: You're a computer program … a very useful, and right now valuable, member of this crew. But you’re still a computer program.

EO_Powers says:
@::orders parts from Apache::

OPS_Lowell says:
::keeps an eye on the sensor readings of the Breen warship::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::walks over to SO:: SO: How is it coming along, Lt.?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
MO:  Have you had an opportunity to visit sickbay?

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: All communication between the Breen ship and the Apache suddenly discontinues ... including computer link-ups.

EMH says:
CMO: I know, just a hologram, just a hologram...

MO_Sarel says:
CO: Well, I will enjoy meeting them. No, I haven't made my way there yet.

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Captain, we’ve lost telemetry and communications from the Away Team. We’ve lost all contact with the Breen ship.

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: No ships nearby … other than the Breen.

SO_Hammond says:
@Self: What the...?

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks up::

XO_Linard says:
::hears the OPS comment::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
OPS:  Try to reestablish contact.

CTO_Jokeg says:
Sonja: Continue to monitor… 

CSO_Storal says:
Self: What?

CEO_Yeung says:
@::raises an eyebrow:: SO: Something wrong?

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Aye, sir.

CMO_Naegle says:
::thinks she might have hurt his feelings:: EMH: I'm sorry, I know you have emotional subroutines.  And you're doing a fine job.

FCO_Marsland says:
::looks over at the looming Breen ship, and shudders::

EO_Powers says:
@:: notices everything go down.  CEO: What happened, sir? I've only got half the supplies needed.

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: Sir, I lost communications with the Apache.

OPS_Lowell says:
::attempts to reestablish contact::

Sonja_Davore says:
::checks sensors and confirms the OPS officer’s' report::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CSO: Do you have any idea what is causing this?

CSO_Storal says:
::scans the Breen vessel and surrounding area::

EMH says:
CMO: Day in day out, just a hologram this, just a hologram that...

XO_Linard says:
OPS: Does it look like anyone has cut communication?

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Negative sir

CMO_Naegle says:
::goes back to reading the reports while scanning the more severely injured Breen::

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: Sonja detects an energy surge off to starboard, but her relative inexperience does not tell her what it is.

EMH says:
CMO: But I thank you for the compliment.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::frowns as he taps his own combadge to call the Apache ... with no success::

MO_Sarel says:
::watches what's going on with the Breen vessel::

SO_Hammond says:
@::tries to get the connection back::

Sonja_Davore says:
::wonders what that is:: CTO: Sir ... I'm detecting an energy surge off the starboard.

CSO_Storal says:
CTO: Anything on Tactical Scans?

OPS_Lowell says:
XO: Unable to tell, communications just ceased. I cannot reestablish contact.

CTO_Jokeg says:
Sonja: Where??

EMH says:
::wonders when the new MO will arrive in Sickbay::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::scans::

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: There!   ::points it out on the console::

EO_Powers says:
@CEO: Should we expect visitors?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
MO:  I know Dr. Naegle could use your assistance in sickbay.  She is treating a number of wounded transported from the Breen vessel there.  Would you like someone to show you the way?

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: A Klingon Bird of Prey decloaks off to starboard and immediately begins firing on the Breen vessel...

FCO_Marsland says:
::listens to the conversations going on behind him, and looks back at all the people::

CTO_Jokeg says:
CSO/XO: Detecting an energy surge off to starboard!

OPS_Lowell says:
::overhears the CTO and Sonja:: CO/XO: Recommend we go to yellow alert!

CEO_Yeung says:
@::thinks for a second:: EO: Probably. EO/SO: Get everyone armed and stand by.

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Klingon Bird of Prey decloaking off the starboard bow!!

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CSO:  Do what you can to help Mister Lowell.

FCO_Marsland says:
::stands up and looks at the CO, since he isn't doing anything::

CMO_Naegle says:
EMH: You're welcome.  Now, in your expert opinion, which of our esteemed guests… ::gestures to the Breen less wounded:: …do you think the CTO could question?

Sonja_Davore says:
::eyes widen at the bleeps:: CTO: It's a Bird of Prey decloaking.

MO_Sarel says:
CO: I think I can find my way ... thank you, sir.

FCO_Marsland says:
::sits back down::

XO_Linard says:
::nods at the CTO:: OPS: Open a channel...

CEO_Yeung says:
@::lurches and grabs the console as the ship shakes::

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: They are firing on the Breen ship!

SO_Hammond says:
@::tries to bring up anything resembling a shield and holds on::

OPS_Lowell says:
::watches as a barrage slams into the Breen vessel::

EO_Powers says:
@::grabs phaser rifles out of emergency kit and passes them round::

EMH says:
CMO: Well ... ::points:: …I think this one has the best chance of consciousness.

CSO_Storal says:
:: CO: Aye... ::tries to re-establish computer link::

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: Sensors indicate the Klingon vessel is also scanning the Apache.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::nods to the MO:: OPS:  Hail the Klingon vessel.  CTO:  Can you identify the ship?

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: The away team...?  We need to get them out?

FCO_Marsland says:
::readies evasive maneuvers::

OPS_Lowell says:
COM: Bird of Prey: Klingon Vessel, this is the USS Apache. Cease fire, repeat, Cease-fire. Starfleet personnel are onboard!

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Sir, we are being scanned.

FCO_Marsland says:
::thinks we should put Apache between the Klingon and Breen ship::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::tries to get an ID::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::steadies himself:: EO: Get me damage report! I'll try to bring shields up!

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The already damaged Breen vessel shudders heavily under the onslaught knocking the Apache crewmembers to their feet.

Sonja_Davore says:
::moves out of the way for the CTO to work more efficiently::

SO_Hammond says:
@::looks at the phaser rifle the EO just gave him:: EO: What are these going to do against a ship?

OPS_Lowell says:
::attempts to get a Transporter lock::

CTO_Jokeg says:
CO: Sir, I believe it is the Pagh.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::grabs at the console again, and tries to help SO with the shields::

FCO_Marsland says:
::prepares to move the ship, waiting for the order::

XO_Linard says:
COM: Pagh: This is the USS Apache, please break off your attack on the Breen vessel.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::motions for Sonja to stay at Tac 2::

MO_Sarel says:
::watches what is going on as she gets ready to leave the bridge::

CSO_Storal says:
CTO: Can you extend our shields to cover the Breen ship?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
FCO:  Move us closer to the Breen vessel; let's try to use our shields to protect it at least until we can get our people off of it.

EO_Powers says:
@::gets reports from other members of engineering and checks for more::

SO_Hammond says:
@::holds on tight while working as fast as possible::

FCO_Marsland says:
CO: Aye sir.

CTO_Jokeg says:
CSO: If we get close enough.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::re-routes power from the engines to the shields::

Sonja_Davore says:
::moves back closer to Tac 2::

FCO_Marsland says:
::engages 1/4 impulse and moves the Apache within range to extend shields::

CMO_Naegle says:
::looks at the one indicated:: EMH: Hmmm, mild concussion, though I don't know how we figured that out … and a broken left arm. Yeah, you're right, Doc.

MO_Sarel says:
::enters the TL and heads for sickbay::

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: Um ...  what does this mean?  ::shows him more sensor readings::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::raises shields and extends them to cover the Breen ship::

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: I can't get a transporter lock. Plasma interference.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks at the data::

EMH says:
CMO: Thank you again. At least you are nice to me.  Some of these patients nowadays… ::sighs::

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: Hull breech alarms sound on the Breen ship.

OPS_Lowell says:
::narrows the annular confinement beam and boosts the power to the Transporter::

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Sir, the Breen ship can’t take much more.

XO_Linard says:
CTO: Can we take out their weapons?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
OPS:  Understood...

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: That’s not a good sign, sir.

CMO_Naegle says:
EMH: Doc, let me tell you, they don't even like the human doctors sometimes.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::targets the Pagh’s weapons:: XO: I am locked onto their weapons systems.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::curses under his breathe::

SO_Hammond says:
@::tries to get the shields working with any power he can find::

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The Breen ship is starting to break up under the attack.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
FCO:  Moves us into position to protect that ship.

EMH says:
CMO: Yes, but at least you can talk back to them. I'm "just" a hologram.

OPS_Lowell says:
::grunts in frustration and tries a skeletal lock on the Away Team::

Sonja_Davore says:
::maintains the CTO's extended shield::

MO_Sarel says:
::exits the TL and walks into sickbay::

FCO_Marsland says:
CO: Aye sir. ::moves the Apache in between the Pagh and Breen ship::

XO_Linard says:
::nods to the CTO:: CTO: Fire when ready, Commander.

OPS_Lowell says:
::hands fly over the console at impressive speed as Craig tries to save his friends::

CTO_Jokeg says:
Sonja: Good ... try to keep the shields stable.

EO_Powers says:
@Engineering team: Get a forcefield on there now!

CTO_Jokeg says:
::fires phasers at the Pagh’s weapons::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COM: Pagh:  This is Captain Turnbull of the USS Apache; there are only Starfleet personnel aboard the Breen vessel that you are firing upon.  We are asking you to cease-fire immediately.

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The fire from the Apache strikes the Bird of Prey, which responds with a few poorly aimed retaliatory disruptor blasts before cloaking again.

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Captain, can we move the ship closer to the Breen vessel so I can get a lock on the Away Team?

Sonja_Davore says:
::only nods in acknowledgement as she scrambles to recall the console's configuration::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks around desperately:: ALL: All right! Everyone head to the escape pods!

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: She's starting to break up, sir! I'll try and hold her together as best I can!

CMO_Naegle says:
EMH: I can assure you that you are not JUST a hologram. ::hears Sickbay doors open and turns around::
CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: They have cloaked.

EMH says:
::notices the MO, and walks over:: MO: Greetings. I am the EMH here. And you are...


XO_Linard says:
CTO: Can you still detect them?

CTO_Jokeg says:
::tries to track the energy surge::

OPS_Lowell says:
::continues to try anything and everything to get a lock on the Away Team::

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Attempting to now, sir.

CSO_Storal says:
::tries to find the Pagh:: Self: Where did you go?

CEO_Yeung says:
@::herds all the engineers out of the room and towards the escape pods::

EO_Powers says:
@CEO: I might be able to contain the breach

OPS_Lowell says:
::hooks the Lateral sensor array into the Transporter system and attempts to lock on again::

MO_Sarel says:
EMH: Hello ... I'm Ensign Sarel, the new Medical Officer.

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: Plasma explosions from the Breen ship make it nearly impossible to detect the cloaked bird of prey.

SO_Hammond says:
@::grabs a PADD with the info he got so far and follows the CEO::

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: More than likely they will pull away and think of another plan of attack.

Sonja_Davore says:
::was about to make a comment about Klingons and running away ... until she remembered that the Klingon CTO is nearby::

CEO_Yeung says:
@EO: Forget it! It's too far-gone! Let's move!

FCO_Marsland says:
MO: Oh, nice to meet you Ensign. ::walks them over to the CMO:: This is our CMO, Janet Naegle.

EO_Powers says:
@CEO: Yes sir!

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CSO:  Do what you can to locate that ship!  FCO:  Send a shuttle to retrieve the away team, since transporters won't work.  Perhaps it can get close enough to use its transporters effectively.

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Plasma explosions from the Breen ship is making it hard to track the Bird of Prey.

EO_Powers says:
@:: heads towards a pod::

CMO_Naegle says:
::sees MO:: Ensign Sarel, nice to meet you. You got here just in time.

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Hello, sir. Good to finally meet you. Looks like you have your hands full.

FCO_Marsland says:
CO: Permission to pilot the shuttle, Captain?

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Just move us closer and I can get them!

XO_Linard says:
::nods:: CTO: That just may buy us some time ... keep the shields raised and keep a trace out on that vessel.  If the slightest microbe on the surface of that ship sneezes I want to know.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::follows the others from behind, making sure everyone gets out::

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Yes, sir.

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The creaking and groaning of the Breen ship makes it nearly impossible to hear the other members of the Away Team.

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Too much interference to find it.

SO_Hammond says:
@::waits for the CEO to catch up::

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Well, I am ready to go ... what would you like me to do?

EO_Powers says:
@::checks pod::

OPS_Lowell says:
::uses the Deflector to push plasma particles out of the way and the Bussard collectors to move Plasma::

SO_Hammond says:
@::yells:: CEO: Hurry sir, it's going to go soon!

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CSO:  Understood.  FCO:  Send Lt. Chiron, you're needed here.  See if you can get us close enough to get past the interference.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
OPS:  We'll try your idea.

FCO_Marsland says:
::hears the OPS Officer:: CO: If we move closer, and the ship breaks up we could be caught in a warp core explosion ... inside our shields.

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: A countdown begins on the Breen vessel, in Breen ... undecipherable without the universal translator.

Sonja_Davore says:
::wonders how the Apache's going to pull their people out::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::arrives to the escape pods and enters one:: ALL: All right , let's go!!

EO_Powers says:
@CEO/SO: Use this one!

FCO_Marsland says:
*Lt. Chiron*: Take a shuttle to the Breen ship and get that Away Team!

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Aye, sir.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::gets in the pod with the EO::

FCO_Marsland says:
::moves the ship slowly closer to the Breen ship::

SO_Hammond says:
@::enters the pod::

CSO_Storal says:
::continues to try and find the Pagh::

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The Escape Pods on the Breen ship lurch outwards explosively, throwing the away team around the cramped spaces. They streak away from the ship, and away from the Apache.

CMO_Naegle says:
::smiles:: MO: First, you're going to need a jacket because it's cold in this isolation chamber.  Second, I need you to monitor that officer over there. ::points:: He had a massive chest injury and we almost lost him.

FCO_Marsland says:
CO/OPS: 100 meters… ::sees the escape pods streak away::

XO_Linard says:
::heads back to Tyria:: CO: Would taking a shuttle get us close enough to attempt a better lock on the Away team?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
FCO:  Understood.  CSO:  Scan those escape pods.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::sees that everyone is in the pod, including Xavier::

SO_Hammond says:
@::holds on as the pod is launched::

OPS_Lowell says:
::checks the Escape Pods for the Away Team::

Lt_Chiron says:
::boards the shuttle, and initializes the preflight sequence::

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Aye. ::scans the escape pods for the Away Team signatures::

Sonja_Davore says:
::watches with fascination as the Breen ship explodes off of sensors from her console::

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Okay sir. ::dons a jacket and checks on the injured officer::

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: An Energy Surge is detected on the Breen ship...

FCO_Marsland says:
::readies evasive maneuvers just in case something happens::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::spots the escape pods on sensors, hoping the Pagh doesn't decloak and decide to have target practice::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
XO:  It's possible; it's also possible that the only means to get them off that ship, providing they aren't in the escape pods is to land the shuttle.  But I doubt there is time for that.

EO_Powers says:
@::holds onto the pod with one hand and grips the rifle with the other::

OPS_Lowell says:
::tries to transport the Away Team off the escape pods:: 

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Sir, I think the core is going to go.

CEO_Yeung says:
@ALL: Hang on; it's going to be a rough ride!

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
FCO: Move us to a safe distance … that ship is too unstable!

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The Escape pods streak towards the planet Tellas IV, preprogrammed to land on the southern continent.

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: Well, that didn't go very well, sir.

MO_Sarel says:
::checks the monitors on injured officer to see how he's doing::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::sets the shields to normal configuration::

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: They are on the Escape pods … and are headed for the surface.

FCO_Marsland says:
::moves the ship out of range:: CO: We’re now well out of range.

CMO_Naegle says:
::goes back to her work on the less injured man and sees him attempting to come around::

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The Breen ship explodes in a raging fireball and breaks up in a flash, large sections vaporized in a flash.

OPS_Lowell says:
::the transport fails due to distance::

CSO_Storal says:
CO: We need to get to them before the colonists do!

CEO_Yeung says:
@::let's out a sigh:: SO: No kidding.

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: Wow … what a fireworks display.

FCO_Marsland says:
*Lt. Chiron*: Keep the shuttle warmed up, but don't leave. The Away Team is in escape pods headed for the surface.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::nods, hearing Sonja::

EMH says:
CMO: Do you need me still Doctor, or would you like to make me disappear?

SO_Hammond says:
@::starts to chuckle::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::checks the pod's heading:: SO/EO: Looks like we're heading towards the planet...

XO_Linard says:
CSO: Scan for the away team on the Southern continent.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CSO:  We have to keep from destroying the Apache as that ship explodes.   Right now the away team is safer in their escape pods, than here.

CMO_Naegle says:
Breen Officer: Take it easy, sir.  You're aboard a Starfleet vessel.

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The Escape Pods soft land on the planet in close formation. Most of the Away Team is seriously jarred with minor injuries present.

MO_Sarel says:
::notices he's going in and out of consciousness::

Sonja_Davore says:
::goes back to Tac scans::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::glances at Xavier:: EO/SO: Better keep an eye on her. Looks like she got knocked out by one of the explosions.

CSO_Storal says:
CO/XO: Aye. ::tracks the escape pods::

CMO_Naegle says:
::turns to EMH:: EMH: Actually, if you don't mind, I think I'll turn you off for now.  Computer, deactivate EMH.

Host Breen_Officer says:
::realizes his mask is off and grabs at it::

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: What? That should be rather interesting, they don't like visitors.  Especially one's that just drop in.

CSO_Storal says:
CO/XO: Sir, they have landed safely and are close together.

Host Breen_Officer says:
::secures it back on his face and glares through the eye slits at the doctor::

CTO_Jokeg says:
Sonja: Well nothing like training and your first day being ... fun.

MO_Sarel says:
::checks his overall readings and tries to speak with him::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CSO:  Give the coordinates to Flight.  FCO:  Once you have their coordinates move us into position to begin transport.

XO_Linard says:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Acknowledged.

CEO_Yeung says:
@SO: Yeah, I hope you know some diplomacy, or else we're going to be in big trouble.

EMH says:
::sighs yet again as he disappears::

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Aye, aye. ::forwards Coordinates to flight::

EO_Powers says:
@:: looks up and checks phaser rifle::

MO_Sarel says:
Patient: Sir, can you hear me?

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: The moment they are in range, I will transport them aboard.

Sonja_Davore says:
::grins weakly:: CTO: Yeah ... fun.  ::just slightly anxious::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
OPS:  Excellent, Mister Lowell.

FCO_Marsland says:
::moves the Apache into range of the transporters after receiving the coordinates:: CO/OPS: That should be it.

OPS_Lowell says:
::again attempts to lock on to the Away Team::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks at EO with the rifle:: EO: Not that kind of diplomacy, I hope. ::chuckles::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::nods to the FCO and awaits word from OPS::

Host Breen_Officer says:
::swivels his head around to the Medical Officer::

Sonja_Davore says:
::reality check … suddenly realizes that this is not a simulation on the holodeck::

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: I'm a science officer, they don't teach us diplomacy. ::smiles:: CEO: You should know that, sir.

CSO_Storal says:
::scans the colony for activity::

XO_Linard says:
::looks to Tyria:: CO: Well so much for our research on that Breen Ship.

EO_Powers says:
@CEO: I wanted an automatic one but couldn't find any.

Host Breen_Officer says:
ACTION: Mister Lowell's sensors have trouble locking on as scans reveal the Away Team has landed on the outskirts of a Tellas encampment, one protected by a scattering field.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::monitors for the Pagh::

Host Breen_Officer says:
MO: My ears were not damaged...

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
XO:  True, but we may have enough in our sensor records to be of some help to Starfleet.

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Captain I still can’t lock on to them. ::tries the Lateral Array again::

XO_Linard says:
::nods:: CO: Of course. I certainly hope it's enough.

MO_Sarel says:
Breen Officer: Good then, I was just making sure you are conscious. How are you feeling?

EO_Powers says:
@CEO/SO: If I tweak this a bit, I might be able to make it fire short quick bursts if I hold my finger down.

FCO_Marsland says:
OPS: What if I took us closer?

CEO_Yeung says:
@EO/SO: I think we've landed. ::checks the outside environment::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
XO:  So do I.

OPS_Lowell says:
FCO: Couldn't hurt.

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Sir, our scans are being effected by a scattering field. I can’t get a definite scan.

FCO_Marsland says:
::moves us into the lowest orbit possible and still be stable:: OPS: Try it now.

Host Breen_Officer says:
ACTION: Looking out the windows, junior members of the Away Team point out Tellas natives approaching the Away Team's location.

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO/EO: Lets hope for the best, but don't count on it!

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: What do you suppose the ... umm … Klingon Bird of Prey wanted?  ::glances over at him::

OPS_Lowell says:
::attempts to lock on to the Away Team::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::not looking up:: Sonja: I do not know.

CEO_Yeung says:
@SO/EO: Follow me, and hide that rifle. ::gets out of the pod::

Host Breen_Officer says:
::glares at Sarel:: MO: First, where am I?

SO_Hammond says:
@::follows the CEO::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CSO:  How close to the edge of that field are our crewmen?

EO_Powers says:
@::makes adjustments to rifle … tries to hide rifle and follows CEO::

XO_Linard says:
CSO: Is there anyway to temporarily disrupt the field and get our team out?

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Captain, there appears to be a scattering field in effect around the Away Team and a nearby encampment.

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: I can't get clear sensor readings from the planet. ::wonders if she's doing anything wrong::

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Sir, I can’t tell...

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
OPS:  Understood, Mister Lowell.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::walks in front of the rest of the team, and displays his hands open for the natives::

MO_Sarel says:
Breen Officer: You are aboard the USS Apache. You've had a severe injury but it’s healing well.

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: I can't transport until it is shut down!

CTO_Jokeg says:
Sonja: No ... there is a field down on the planet surface causing disruption.

CSO_Storal says:
XO: If I could tell where the field is originating I might have a shot.

Host Breen_Officer says:
ACTION: Concentrated scans of the encampment do reveal that the scattering field is powered in a building near the center of town. Pinpoint targeting of the power source is possible.

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Permission to beam down and get the Away Team out of the scattering field.

Host Breen_Officer says:
::growls:: MO: And my crew?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
OPS:  Open a channel to the surface.

XO_Linard says:
CSO: Okay, see if you can pinpoint a location.

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Aye sir.

SO_Hammond says:
@::takes a deep breathe and smiles:: Self: …and today was going so well.

OPS_Lowell says:
::opens a channel::

FCO_Marsland says:
::thinks of entry procedures for shuttles::

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: Channel open, Captain.

Host Tellas IV Colony says:
COM: Apache: Commander Linard, you said you would leave shortly!

CTO_Jokeg says:
::scans the area on the surface closely::

MO_Sarel says:
::notices his glare and growl, but ignores it:: Breen Officer: Well, I would have to find out about that as I am new on the ship. Let me ask someone.

Sonja_Davore says:
::still too new at this:: CTO: Umm ... what do you call it, a dampening field?

CSO_Storal says:
XO: By the Prophets I’m good! ::smiles:: Sir, I’ve pinpointed the location of the generator. It’s located in one of the buildings in the center of town.

Host Breen_Officer says:
MO: A good idea... ::starts to get up::

XO_Linard says:
::sighs and closes her eyes, thinking "oh no not again":: COM: Tellas IV: That is correct.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::raises his open hand in a gesture for non-violence:: Natives: Um ... hello?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COM: Tellas IV:  This is Captain Turnbull of the USS Apache.  We have several crewmen that have landed in escape pods from the Breen ship.  We request permission to land a shuttle and retrieve them.

Host Tellas IV Colony says:
COM: Apache: Then we will expect you to leave within the hour!

CTO_Jokeg says:
Sonja: Similar … it’s a scattering field.

EO_Powers says:
@::smiles and hopes the rifle isn't discovered::

OPS_Lowell says:
CO: I would recommend against blowing up the generator.

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: Right.  I keep mixing up the two.

XO_Linard says:
::heads down to Storal, standing behind his chair to have a look:: CSO: Can we use our deflector to disrupt their signal?

Host Tellas IV Colony says:
COM: Apache: ABSOLUTELY NOT, Captain!! No one from your crew is to beam down. If you already have crew down, then I am sorry. Tellas IV, out. ::closes channel::

CSO_Storal says:
CO/XO: Sir, a well-placed Tachyon burst may do the trick ... but I’m not sure.

OPS_Lowell says:
ALL: The nerve of that guy!

MO_Sarel says:
Breen Officer: Oh no you don't! You aren't going anywhere! ::holds him down::

XO_Linard says:
::looks back at the Captain:: CO: I'm afraid they relish their privacy, Captain. I knew something like this was going to happen.

Sonja_Davore says:
::hears the COM and looks up to look at the CO ... then turns her head to the XO, wondering::

Host Breen_Officer says:
::growls deeply thinking he could easily throw this woman across the sickbay::

OPS_Lowell says:
::overhears the CSO:: CSO: Maybe we can focus it on the generator using the Main deflector?

CSO_Storal says:
CO: The burst causes the frequency of the field to go into flux, which may give us a window.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
XO:  I expected it myself.  However, I felt that we needed to approach them this way first.

SEC_Verall says:
::hears a commotion in Sickbay and rushes in::

FCO_Marsland says:
CSO: Think if we went low enough, into the scattering field, we could beam them out?

SO_Hammond says:
@::checks on the CIV to see how she's doing::

XO_Linard says:
::nods:: CO: Yes, I agree. I sense however that they'll do anything to protect their privacy. The quicker we can get out of here the better.

MO_Sarel says:
::gives the Breen a hypo to sedate him before he gets out of control::

CSO_Storal says:
OPS: The targeting will be iffy; the field is strongest there.

OPS_Lowell says:
FCO: The ship would break up before we got low enough!

XO_Linard says:
CO: Should we try sneaking in? ::grins::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CSO:  Simulate it.  If it works on the holodeck, coordinate with OPS to transport the away team off the surface.  We are not leaving orbit and leaving crew behind.

Host Breen_Officer says:
::collapses back onto the bio-bed with the heavy sedation::

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Aye!

OPS_Lowell says:
CSO: But the deflector can put out a stronger pulse than anything else we have!

FCO_Marsland says:
OPS: I was thinking a gravitational flyby. I've done it before, sir.

SEC_Verall says:
::reach the bio-bed where the Breen officer is:: MO: Everything ok?

CSO_Storal says:
::begins to run a computer simulation of the burst::

Host Tellanite says:
::finds the door to the escape pods and opens it peaking in::

MO_Sarel says:
Self: Geez!

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks at the other two officers:: EO/SO: What do you think? The Apache should have picked us up by now.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
XO:  Assemble your team, if Commander Storal's idea doesn't work, then it will be up to your team to get them out.

FCO_Marsland says:
::turns back to the OPS:: OPS: You get a running start, and use the planet's gravity as a slingshot, in which you can get fairly low, especially if you increase power to the SIF and IDF.

CSO_Storal says:
OPS: That’s true, but the field will make targeting almost impossible, we need precision on this.

MO_Sarel says:
CTO: Oh, hi … I am glad you're here. He was about to get up and go for a walk. Thanks.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks at the Tellanite:: Tellanite: Umm ... hi.

EO_Powers says:
@CEO: There must be something stopping them, sir.

OPS_Lowell says:
FCO: Tom, the field is only 300 feet high. We can’t get that low and still pull out.

CTO_Jokeg says:
CSO: Sir, I can pinpoint target that building with phasers.

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: They would try and get permission first, sir.  Who knows how that's going.

XO_Linard says:
::nods to the CO:: CO: Aye Sir.

Host Tellanite says:
@::smiles:: CEO: Hello...

CSO_Storal says:
CTO: Negative, they might take that as a hostile act.

OPS_Lowell says:
CSO: Sir, we already have a targeting fix. Where the field is strongest is where it is emanating from.

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: This one's for you, sir. ::points to the Tellanite::

FCO_Marsland says:
OPS: Well, there's always a runabout. ::grins before turning back to his console::

OPS_Lowell says:
FCO: True.

SEC_Verall says:
::nods and takes their post back outside Sickbay::

OPS_Lowell says:
CSO: It works ... I am ready to begin on your mark

Host Tellanite says:
@::glances from the SO to the CEO and back ... smiles:: All: Are you all okay? Where did you come from?

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Sir, according to simulations there is a 97 percent probability of it working. ::smiles::

EO_Powers says:
@::smiles for the Tellanite::

Host Tellanite says:
ACTION: Tactical Sensors begin bleeping as they detect sensor conditions identical to immediately before the planet fired on the Breen ship.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks uneasy:: Tellanite: My name is Lt. Cmdr. Yeung, with the Federation starship Apache. We just escaped a ship that blew up.

CSO_Storal says:
OPS: Target the area around the Away team...

XO_Linard says:
::heads to OPS:: OPS: I need you to work on remodulating the shield frequency of one of our shuttles. I need it to be completely undetectable

MO_Sarel says:
::nods back as they walk out:: Self: Nice to know they are quick on the spot.

OPS_Lowell says:
::starts to work on the deflector:: CSO: Aye sir

Host Tellanite says:
@CEO: Oh my ... would you like to come to our village?

CSO_Storal says:
CO: We’re ready, sir … awaiting the order.

OPS_Lowell says:
XO: Why sir? We will have the Away Team back in 2 minutes.

OPS_Lowell says:
XO: I hope

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::takes a deep breath:: CSO/OPS: Begin when ready.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks at sensors:: XO: Sir I am detecting energy signatures similar to before they fired on the Breen ship.

EO_Powers says:
@:: looks at CEO::

OPS_Lowell says:
::emits Tachyon pulse::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks back at the other two officers:: Tellanite: Maybe not. We're waiting for our ship to pick us up.

OPS_Lowell says:
::stands by with Transporters::

MO_Sarel says:
::looks over at the Breen again who is completely out then decides to check on the other patients::

Host Tellanite says:
ACTION: As the EO looks at the CEO he also looks out the window behind the CEO ... and notices a Klingon Bird of Prey landed in a clearing nearby.

CSO_Storal says:
::monitors the sensors to see the area of effect::

Sonja_Davore says:
::picks up the some bleeps, but can't make the comparison::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::looks hopefully at the XO and awaits word from OPS::

Host Tellanite says:
@::whines:: CEO: Ppppppplllleeeeeeeeaaaaasssssseeeeeeeeee...

OPS_Lowell says:
::attempts to lock onto the Away Team::

Host Tellanite says:
ACTION: The Tachyon pulse dissipates halfway to the planets surface...

EO_Powers says:
@CEO: Sir, we have visitors. ::points out the window::

XO_Linard says:
::nods to OPS:: I realize that Mr. Lowell. This is just in case we cannot retrieve our team the old fashioned way of transporters... ::grins::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::chuckles uneasily:: Tellanite: Sorry, son, but we have our priorities.

OPS_Lowell says:
::sighs and slumps in his chair::

CSO_Storal says:
::hits the console and curses in Bajoran::

SO_Hammond says:
@::looks to where the EO points::

Host Tellanite says:
ACTION: ...and in response, the colony opens fire on the Apache.

OPS_Lowell says:
XO: Aye, sir. It failed. I will begin immediately.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::outloud:: All: Incoming fire!!

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks through the window behind him:: Self: Aww, no. You got to be kidding me!

FCO_Marsland says:
::sees incoming fire and uses the evasive, pattern delta::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::nods:: XO:  Get your team ready.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CTO:  Shields up!, FCO:  Begin evasive maneuvers.

OPS_Lowell says:
XO: Permission to accompany you, sir?

CTO_Jokeg says:
::raises shields::

FCO_Marsland says:
CO: Already got it Captain.. ALL: Hang on.

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO/EO: This just gets better and better doesn't it.  ::starts laughing::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::turns to the Tellanite:: Tellanite: Look, kid, you and your friends better return to your village. There's going to be trouble.

EO_Powers says:
@::laughs::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Away Team hears a loud bellow behind the Tellanite, who jumps and sprints away.

FCO_Marsland says:
XO: I hope I'm going if you take a shuttle Commander...

Host Tellanite says:
ACTION: The torpedo streaks by the Apache and explodes off in space, harmlessly.

EO_Powers says:
@::gets phaser rifle::

XO_Linard says:
::smiles and nods:: OPS: Thank you, but I think you're needed here.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::grabs a phaser in hand and peeks outside the pod::

FCO_Marsland says:
::brings the Apache back to where they were before the planet started firing::

Sonja_Davore says:
CTO: No damage?  I think... ::looks at her console::

OPS_Lowell says:
XO: I can help. You need someone who can be an Engineer, OPS and Tac officer!

@Host Cpt_Kargan says:
::comes striding up to the cluster of escape pods and hooks his thumbs in his belt loops:: CEO: I am Captain Kargan of the IKS Pagh ... welcome to Tellas IV.

CTO_Jokeg says:
Sonja: It missed us...

MO_Sarel says:
::realizes there are too many patients:: Computer: Activate EMH, please.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
FCO:  Stay on alert, they may continue to fire.

SO_Hammond says:
@::grabs a phaser and checks its condition::

CSO_Storal says:
Self: It should have worked ... what went wrong?

FCO_Marsland says:
CO: Of course, Captain.

XO_Linard says:
CTO/ *CIV/MO*: Please accompany me to the shuttle bay. I'll need your help to retrieve our away team.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::takes a step outside, phaser at his side:: Kargan: Um ... thanks, Captain.

CSO_Storal says:
::looks up at the XO::

Sonja_Davore says:
::nods:: CTO: I think that was just a warning?

EMH says:
ALL: What is the nature of the medical emergency?

CTO_Jokeg says:
Sonja: Possibly...

CEO_Yeung says:
@Kargan: Would you mind explaining what you yourself are doing here?

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Yes sir.

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@::grins and reaches out giving Yeung a great big Klingon bear hug slapping him on the back::

FCO_Marsland says:
::readies a new evasive pattern just in case::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::motions for a junior officer to take Tactical::

EO_Powers says:
@::climbs out of the pod with rifle in hand::

Sonja_Davore says:
::looks over at the Junior Officer, her new boss::

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Sir, if you take us over the magnetic pole, it may hide us and will make them think that we have left.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::gasps for air and pats the Klingon on the back uneasily:: Kargan: Ooof! Err ... thanks.

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@::grins from ear to ear almost as if he is ready to bite Yeung's head off ... pleasantly ... and bellows out happily:: CEO: We are captives here!

XO_Linard says:
::looks to the CSO as she heads to the turbolift::

OPS_Lowell says:
::looks unhappy about not going but starts working on modifying a Shuttle::

MO_Sarel says:
EMH: Hi again. Can you help with some of these patients?

CSO_Storal says:
:: Nods to the XO::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::blinks in surprise:: Kargan: Captives? How?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
CSO:  Understood commander.   FCO:  Follow the CSO's course suggestion.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::is by Commander Linard::

SO_Hammond says:
@::follows the EO out the pod::

FCO_Marsland says:
CO: Aye sir. ::engages the impulse drive, taking Apache up over the pole::

XO_Linard says:
::gives the CSO a tiny smile at the doors close in front of her::

XO_Linard says:
*MO*: Ensign, did you get my message?

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@::smiles and winks at the CEO:: CEO: Oh, we're not really captives ... I just let them hear that. ::waves at a knot of Tellanites nearby::

TO_Withers says:
::looks over at Sonja and raises his eyebrows at her::  Sonja: What are you doing here, little girl?

EMH says:
MO: Of course, I suppose the CMO had other business to attend to ... what ones need treatment the worst?

OPS_Lowell says:
*XO*: The shuttle will be ready in 5 min.

MO_Sarel says:
*XO*: No, sir ... can you repeat that?

XO_Linard says:
*OPS*: Thank you Mr. Lowell.

OPS_Lowell says:
*XO*: Lowell, out

Sonja_Davore says:
Withers: Uh ... long story.

CSO_Storal says:
:: Continues to scan the planets surface::

XO_Linard says:
*MO*: I need you to accompany me to the shuttle bay. We are heading out to retrieve our away team.

CEO_Yeung says:
@Kargan: Ah. So, how did you come on the planet? The Apache's been searching for you.

SO_Hammond says:
@::looks confused and then gets what Capt. Kargan is saying::

FCO_Marsland says:
::feels lonely getting left again for an Away Team::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::stands beside Cmdr. Linard in the TL::

EO_Powers says:
@::looks blank::

MO_Sarel says:
*XO*: Okay, on my way sir.

OPS_Lowell says:
::installs programming on the shuttle to reduce emissions::

EMH says:
MO: I heard, I heard … I'll hold down Sickbay. Take care of yourself, Ensign.

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@CEO: We were tricked down ... I suspect, much the same as you were. Those Romulans ... guile and deceit are way’s of life for them!

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 4 >>>>>>>>>>

